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Intro

• This is a follow on to April’s class introducing the use of DNA for 
genealogy purposes

• There should be time for questions after the presentation

• We are assuming you’ve already taken a DNA test from one of the 5 
testing companies (Ancestry, 23andMe, Family Tree DNA, MyHeritage, 
or Living DNA) and have received the results

• So, what do we do as next steps to use the results?



Assumptions

• This presentation is all about genealogy, or in other words, working 
on your family tree

• You’ll need be able to access your results on the testing company’s 
website

• This presentation does not discuss other uses of DNA tests such as:
• Health aspects
• Ethnicity estimates
• Forensic genetic genealogy



Step 1:  Download Your Results

• Each of the 5 testing companies provide the capability to download 
your DNA data
• *** Important to know: this is not your complete DNA genome!  It’s only a 

representation of about 700,000 markers (a tiny percentage of your DNA) 
that’s useful for genealogy purposes.

• For brevity we will show you a screen shot of each company’s DNA
downloading page.

• *** NOTE:  when you download be sure to take note of where the file is 
downloaded on your computer (e.g., Desktop, My Documents, etc.) --- in each 
case the result will be one fairly large file.



Downloading from Ancestry

• Log onto Ancestry and go to your DNA page and DNA settings



Downloading from MyHeritage

• Go to Manage DNA kits



Downloading from 23andMe

• Drop down on right-most link for “Your Raw Data”



Downloading from Family Tree DNA

• Go to Family Finder (autosomal DNA) and click on data download



Downloading from Living DNA

• Go to Profiles and click on the little download arrow



What’s in that file we just downloaded??
• This is my downloaded 

Ancestry DNA file when 
“unzipped”

• Consists of about 700,000
markers (“position” in this
example) showing the two 
nucleotides (one from mom, 
one from dad)  



Step 2 -- Uploading

• Now that you’ve downloaded your DNA file you’ll want to upload to 
other services.

• 3 of the 5 testing sites allow free uploading of your DNA file

• In addition, a public domain site, known as GEDMatch is also 
recommended to upload to

• The file you downloaded will typically be a “.zip” file and there’s no 
need to unzip it---you will upload it in the same way it was 
downloaded



Why Upload?

• Biggest reason is to increase the number of potential matches.  Each 
testing company has its own matching database.  By uploading to 
other sites you increase the chances of finding important close 
matches that may not be in other databases.
• I have found many huge surprises by uploading (e.g., 2nd cousins that revealed 

surprises in my family tree)

• Each site has different tools available including varying ethnicity
estimates and in some cases more advanced tools for comparison to
matches

• AND--- It’s FREE!  (mostly*)
* Some more advanced tools may require a nominal fee to access



Step 2: Uploading

• Next, you’ll want to upload your DNA results.  3 of the 5 testing companies allow 
free uploads!

• The options:
• Family Tree DNA
• My Heritage
• Living DNA

• PLUS:  GEDMatch

• So, potentially you can go from 1 database to 5 databases at no cost!



• A mostly-free public website which 
accepts DNA data from all 5 testing 
companies

• http://gedmatch.com

• Has more DNA match analytical 
tools than any of the 5 testing 
companies
• Including triangulation

• Auto-clustering

GEDmatch

http://gedmatch.com/


• Allows comparisons to other 
people from different testing 
companies who have 
uploaded

• Has many advanced
analytical tools such as
triangulation --- these require
upgrading ($10/mo) but
matching is free!  

GEDmatch



• GEDMatch
also allows 
uploading of 
family trees 
using the 
standardized 
“GEDCOM” 
format

GEDMatch – Family Tree



Step 3:  Build a Family Tree

• This may be the most
important step

• Improves the ability to 
identify matches 

• 4 of the 5 testing company’s 
allow you to build a tree so 
that other matches can 
better determine how they 
are related to you.  (at this 
time Living DNA does not 
have this capability)



The Process

• For brevity I will just focus on Ancestry trees; however the other sites have similar 
methods

• GUIDELINES
• Make sure your tree is correct as best as you know it to be and is for the same person who

took the DNA test
• Use maiden names for females (improves ability to match family lines)
• Add as many people as you can but really focus on direct relations first (parents, 

grandparents, etc.)
• Stick to biological relationships as this tree will be used in conjunction with DNA matches 

(you can always make other trees for adopted families)
• You can keep these trees simple (mainly need birth, marriage, death facts)

• You can always have other trees for other purposes such as attaching family photos

• Make sure the family tree is PUBLIC and the test taker is identified/matched to the DNA test



The Process of Building a Tree (in Ancestry)

• Go to “Trees” and 
create a new tree

• Make sure the 
“home person” is the 
test takers identity



Enter Test-taker’s Details 

• Suggest using normal 
capitalization (first 
letter only of each 
name)

• Use a standard
preferred date format 
(e.g., 27 Jun 1984) 



Enter Parents Information
• In Ancestry, after 

submitting one 
parent name 
you’ll be asked to 
name and save 
the tree

• Keep the
checkbox marked 
that allows others 
to see your tree



Add People

• Continue adding direct line ancestors



Hints --- Add as Sources

• Look for Hints!

• If you put enough specific 
data (exact birth and 
death dates and exact 
names) then you will be 
more likely to get useful 
hints



Look for Quality Sources

• RECOMMENDATION: Stick to high-quality sources such as:
• State birth/death records

• Social Security records

• Public Records

• US and state census

• City Directories

• I do *not* recommend using Ancestry Family Trees as sources in your main 
tree
• Some trees have incorrect information that might contaminate your tree



Good Sources

• Often these quality 
sources will yield 
parents of the person 
so be sure to add 
these to your tree 
when they do come 
up and appear to be 
correct

• The more details you 
add to people (full 
names, birth/death 
dates) the more hints 
you will get
• I often will be able 

to fill out the dates 
more fully (e.g., Aug 
1911 -> 6 Aug 1911)



Using Hints

• In some cases Ancestry may 
suggest possible parent 
relationships

• These can be useful but
take care adding people as
the hints may not always be
correct. Only add when you
have high confidence that
the details are correct.



Last Step with Family Trees
• If on Ancestry, make sure the tree is 

properly linked to the DNA test and 
the test taker is identified in the tree

• This will open up Common Ancestor 
Hints which will yield many more 
relationship confirmations



Ken’s Best Practices for Family Trees

• Enter complete names, dates (birth/death), and 
locations (birth/death) as are known

• Most important --- make sure you have your direct 
ancestry in it



Ken’s Best Practices for Family Trees

• Enter complete names, dates (birth/death), and locations (birth/death) 
as are known

• Most important --- make sure you have your direct ancestry in it

• Add sources of reputable facts

• Use standardized formats (e.g., name: John Quincy Adams, date: 11 Jul 
1767)

• Try to keep family tree at a reasonable size for use with matching 
cousins
• My recommendation:  no more than 1,000 or so 

• Very large trees (> 10,000) can have negative impacts when searching through 
surnames

• BOTTOM LINE: A high quality, public family tree will maximize your 
ability to find cousins and for cousins to find you!



Final Tips

• Messaging
• Be on the lookout for emails from your matches who may wish 

to confirm details
• Feel free to message your matches but don’t be disappointed if 

you don’t get a response as others may not be as motivated as 
you are

• Keep Checking
• Be sure to regularly check all the sites where your DNA data is to

look for new matches
• Some services are better than others about notifying you of new 

matches

• More suggestions will be found in upcoming classes such
as working with your matches to confirm common 
ancestors



My top 10 tips

• #1:  Test only with the 5 trusted companies (Ancestry, 23andMe, FTDNA, 
MyHeritage, Living DNA)

• #2: Download the DNA data and upload it to as many sites as you can

• #3: Build a single family tree that is accurate and supportable with good-
quality records and keep that family tree PUBLIC (!) and make sure it’s 
attached to your DNA record

• #4: Build private trees for all your hypothesis tests (“what if”) to see what 
hints can be found to help solve mysteries and build your public tree up 

• #5: Learn to use useful tools such as DNAPainter and its relationship 
estimator



My top 10 tips

• #6: Be prepared to deal with unexpected surprises!

• #7: Use well-crafted, well-thought out messaging to DNA 
matches to share information and test your hypotheses

• #8: Regularly check for new matches

• #9: Sort your matches (starting at the top) into family groups
• I like to use Ancestry’s Tag feature to sort into my 8 great-grandparent 

lines

• #10:  Learn more (go to conferences, attend local meetings 
(e.g., East Valley DNA SIG), watch videos, take classes [like 
mine!])

BONUS RULE: HAVE FUN, ENJOY, WELCOME YOUR NEW-FOUND 
FAMILY MEMBERS!



Resources

• GEDMatch.com

• DNAPainter.com

• Familysearch.com (to research sources)

• Legacy Family Tree webinars (free for 7 days)

• FindAGrave.com

• ISOGG.org Wiki

• WikiTree.com

• Facebook Group: Genetic Genealogy Tips & Techniques

• Local groups: (for example) Phoenix East Valley DNA Group [on Facebook]



Learn more --- upcoming classes
• Mesa Red 

Mountain Library 
(Power & 
University/Brown)

• Classes are free

Classes typically held monthly; 
virtual for now but hopefully in 
person soon!



• Contact:

• Ken Waters

• E-Mail: ken@familytreeaz.com

• Blog:  familytreeaz.com

• Twitter: @familytreeaz

• Presentations: http://familytreeaz.com/Presentations

Questions?

http://familytreeaz.com/Presentations

